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SIMPLE AND DURABLE

MACHINERY

UOU-3000

UOT-2000

Information:
The heavy duty forest disc trencher
is intended for professionals contractors and forest managers
who appreciate the quality and
speed. The trencher is equipped
with automatic control. The operator
in the tractors cabin can easily
change operating modes, depending
on the soil type. Disc teeth are made
of wear resistant steel and are
changeable. UOT-3000 is designed to
be attached on forwarder, skidder
and harvester tractors.

Information:
A professional forest soil preparation
disc trencher designed to be
attached on forestry use agricultural
tractors with ability to provide the
hydraulic oil ﬂow of 65 l / min. We
have developed a technology that in
combination with a powerful
hydraulic motors, allowing this
"lightweight" trencher to be loaded
up to 6 ton pressure on the soil
under the weight of the tractor.

Information:
The ideal product to equip forestry
use agricultural tractors. We have
developed a technology that in
combination with a powerful
hydraulic motors, allowing this
"lightweight" trencher to be loaded
up to 3 ton pressure on the soil
under the weight of the tractor. The
necessary hydraulic oil ﬂow for
trenchers operation is only from
50 l / min.

Speciﬁcation:
Weight - 1200 kg;
Diameter of the disc - 120 cm;
The number of teeth - 10;
Adjustable distance between rows;
Floating / hydraulic push down
option;
Hydraulic disk drive;
Hydraulic oil ﬂow 65 l / min;
Prepare able area - an average of
0.75 ha per hour.

Speciﬁcation:
Weight - 1000 kg;
Diameter of the disc - 110 cm;
The number of teeth - 10;
Adjustable distance between rows;
Floating / hydraulic push down
option;
Hydraulic disk drive;
Hydraulic oil ﬂow 50 l / min;
Prepare able area - an average of 0.6
ha per hour.

Speciﬁcation:
Automatic control;
Weight - 3000 kg;
Diameter of disc - 140 cm;
Hydraulic oil ﬂow 100 l / min;
Prepare able area - an average of 1
ha per hour.

UOT-1000

UOT-500
Information:
Forest soil preparation single disc
trencher, which is equipped with
powerful UOT-1000 hydraulic motor.
The necessary hydraulic oil ﬂow for
trenchers operation is only from 30 l
/ min.
Speciﬁcation:
Weight - 420 kg;
Diameter of the disc - 110 cm;
The number of teeth - 10;
Hydraulic push down option;
Hydraulic oil ﬂow 30 l / min;
Adjustable trenchers disc angle
Prepare able area - an average of 0.3
ha per hour.
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